To Canton, in the eighteenth century, European trading ships brought lead and silver, woolens, and spices from Indonesia. Returning to their home ports they carried teas and silks and-one of the most coveted of China's commoditieshard-paste porcelain. This durable and lustrous white material had long been admired by the Westerners, who had often tried to duplicate it; although eventually successful, they nonetheless laid their tables throughout the century with the more plentiful and much cheaper Chinese ware, which they could afford to order in a wide range of styles and decorations. It is part of the charm of China-trade porcelain that its designs can hardly be disentwined from the fortunes and identities of its Western purchasers. Directly by coats of arms or indirectly by the copying of engravings and shapes peculiar to certain countries, its function was to add luster to the pretensions of the thousands of Europeans whose tastes 
it so handsomely gratified. Some recent additions to the Helena Woolworth McCann Collection, made possible by the Winfield Foundation Gift, suggest how various these tastes were.
Heraldry, long a cherished exhibit of family pride, was the favorite decoration for this porcelain. The stylish mantlings, the crowns and coronets, the symbols that half declared and half concealed the distinction of an ancient family subsumed an eighteenth century fascination with social trivia and romantic antiquarianism. ceramics is often curious. It is thus of especial interest to encounter China-trade porcelain that was "designed." Such an example is the group of pieces, forming part of a tea service, shown in Figure 8 ; the panache and its encircling border of lappets have a unity of style rarely seen on this ware. Both the decoration and the coloring -cool shades of violet on a bright yellow groundare apparently unique, the single recorded exception being a tea service of the same pattern painted in an equally unusual palette of iron-red and pale green. The significance of the design, once thought to be heraldic, can be safely ascribed to a more purely ornamental source. It follows a style first promulgated by the French designer Daniel Marot (1663-I752), whose influence was widespread on the Continent and in England. In addition to our service, two pieces of China-trade porcelain are known to make separate use of these Marot-like elements. On a plate in the Victoria and Albert Museum a more shell-like form of the panache is superimposed on the same ground pattern (itself a shorthand adaptation of a traditional Chinese border). On a vase in a private collection in Paris a cartouche is framed by a trio of the same lappets. The design of these two pieces is attributed to Cornelis Pronk, a painter and drawing master who was hired by the Dutch East India Company in 1734 to design and supervise the execution of models for, and decoration of, all the porcelain to be ordered from China. Few designs can be authoritatively ascribed to Pronk. One such is the socalled Parasol Plate, a pseudo-Oriental scene of two ladies by a river. Pronk's original sketch for the plate, together with an example of it in a private collection in Brussels, was illustrated in John G. Phillips's book, China-Trade Porcelain. Since the publication of that volume in 1956 the 178 E Museum has been able to acquire an example of the plate for the McCann collection. To Pronk's oeuvre we can possibly add the design of our tea service which, in the similarity of its decorative elements, its unusual coloring, its distinctly European cast, compares closely with his known and attributed work.
Sometimes, rather than the design, it is the shape, copied from a European model, that gives away the market for which a piece of Chinatrade porcelain was destined. From the very beginning of the trade the Chinese were forced to modify certain shapes and to copy others to suit the table customs of the Westerners: as early as I6o8 the Dutch were ordering a thousand saltcellars "if they can make them," and throughout the history of the trade there were many such requests. A uniquely English invention, the monteith or wineglass cooler, was copied at the beginning of the eighteenth century; on our example ( Figure I5 ) the decoration, painted in a clear deep blue, includes on the outside the traditional Chinese motifs of the crane, the mythical ch'i-lin, and other creatures; inside, motifs of a vase and a table with a bowl of fruit are adroitly spotted in each of the eight projections of the scalloped rim. Also derived from an English model is the plate shown in Figure 9 . The model was popular at the Staffordshire factory about 1760; recognizing the transience of fashion it can be assumed that the copy was ordered about the same time.
A number of eighteenth century Europeans who ordered Chinese porcelain were themselves, apparently, active in the trade; their calling is sometimes alluded to in the decoration of the pieces they ordered. It was surely an officer of the English East India Company who purchased the plate shown in Figure I2 , which bears as its chief ornament that company's arms. A large dish of about I785-I8oo (see Figure I6 ) also suggests an association between the ultimate buyer and the China trade. A cargo ship rests in a harbor with a medieval castle at the water's edge: undoubtedly copied from an engraving, the scene may represent any one of the halfdozen North Sea harbors, stretching from Flushing to Hoorn, used by the Dutch East India Company.
An exception to the custom of using decora-'-0. 
